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1. INTRODUCTION 
The work presented here is an extension of our previous work described 
in [l], to which the reader is referred for the necessary background informa- 
tion and results to be utilized here. In addition to some direct generalizations 
of the model considered in [l], the effect of time lags is also introduced, thus 
extending the results of Larsen and Polak [S]. 
In Section 3, a typical example of such a model in practice is described in 
terms of a large-scale water-storage power generating system. The problem 
to be considered is 
Primal Problem I 
Maximize 
subject to 
f(z(t), t) < c(t) + go Jot~f(4s - aj), t, s - ~1 ds, 
z(t) 2 0, O<t<T, 
and 
z(t) = 0, t < 0, 
(1) 
O<t<T, (2) 
(3) 
(4) 
where z(t) E E”;f(z(t), t), gj(z(s - q), t, s - mj), c(t) E Em; the set {c+, ,..., a,} 
is an arbitrary finite collection of nonnegative numbers representing the time 
lags of the problem; 
f@(t), t) = 
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is such that for each i, fi is a scalar function, convex and differentiable in its 
first argument throughout [0, 7’1, for which 
3fi 
az. 3 0, k = I,..., n, 0 < t < T, 1 (5) 
and for each K and t, there exists an i such that af,/&x, > 0; 
gjl(x(s - &j), f, s - “j) 
g,(z(s - CYJ, t, s - cdj) = 
gjm(z(s - @-i), t, s - 1 (6) "j) 
is such that for each i, gji(a(s - olj), t, s - aj) is a scalar function, concave 
and differentiable in its first argument in the interval [0, T] for which 
g,,(z(s - oIj), t, s - fxj) = 0 if s - aj <O or s - aij > t; (7) 
and 4 is a scalar, concave, continuously twice-differentiable function. Notice 
that if f (z(t), t) = B(t) z(t), then requirements (5) and (6) are that B(t) > 0 
with a positive element in each column for each t. Thus if f is a linear function, 
we require that it be positive, but if f is nonlinear, it can be negative provided 
only that it has a nonnegative derivative. It will be assumed that all functions 
of t are bounded and measurable on [0, T]. 
For the Primal Problem, it is seen that if 
where 01~ = 0, 01~ = 1, then this is the problem considered by Larsen and 
Polak [8]. If 
f (z(t), t) = B(t) z(t), 
where azO = 0, and 4 is of the appropriate form, then this is the problem 
considered by Hanson [q, Hanson and Mond [6], Tyndall [lo, II], Levinson 
[9], and Grinold [2, 31. 
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The dual for this problem is 
Dual Problem I: 
Minimize 
- i. Jtr W’(S + aj) [vgj’(“(t), s + @-j Tt)l’ ‘Ct) ds/ dt (8) 
subject to 
u ( t ) ,  w(t) 2 0, O,<t,<T, (9) 
w(t) = 0, t > T, (10) 
and 
[Vf’(u(t), t)] w(t) 2 V4(u(t>) + i 1’ [Vgj’(u(t), S + OIj 3 t)] W(S + aj) ds* 
j-0 * t 
(11) 
The notation Vf’(u(t), t )  and Vgj’(u(t), s + 01~ , t )  signifies that 
. . . 
. . . 
and 
rgj’(u(t), s f  OIj )  t )  = 
/ : 
. . . %&4), s + 3 > 4 
am 
agjl(u(t), ;  + olj ,  t )  .  .  .  agjm(wa~ + ai ,  4 
au, ( t )  : I* au,( t )  
2. RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. If  the Primal Problem is feasible, then there exists an optimal 
solution S?(t). 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. 
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LEMMA 1 (Gronwall’s Lemma). Let the integrubze SCUZUY g(t) > 0 satisfy 
g(t) < a + f: ci Jot g(s - ai) ds, O<t<T, 
i=l 
g(t) = 0 for t < 0, 
(12) 
where a 2 0, ci > 0 Vi, with strict positivity for at least one i, and {ai} is a 
finite collection of nonnegative numbers. Then 
g(t) < a exp fJ c$ , 
1 i 
O<t<T. 
i=O 
Proof. By a change of variable, (I 2) becomes 
g(t) < a + i ci ~ot-Ei,, 4 
i=O 
< a + f ci j-o’g(s) ds, sinceg(s) 3 0. 
i=O 
Now let 
(13) 
Hence 
which in (13) gives the result. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Multiplying constraint (2) by the m x 1 vector 
(I,..., I)‘, we have 
(14) 
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which becomes, after a change of variables, 
Since fi and gji are convex and concave, respectively, 
and 
f&(t), t) 3 fi(0, t) + z’(t) Vfi(O, t) 
where 
gji(z(S), TV s, < gji(O, t, s, + x’(s) vgji(“, t, s, 
,< Cj + Gj i x~(s), 
k=l 
Cj = max{O, gjl(O, t, s),..., gjm(O, 4 s), 0 < s ,< t < T) 
and 
Gj > max{O, Vgj,(O, t, s) ,..., Vgjm(O, t, 4, 0 G s < t < T). 
The quantities C, ,..., C, , Gr ,..., G, are all finite since we assumed that all 
functions of t are bounded on [0, 7’1. NOW 
g f&(t), t) 2 ~lf.(o~ t) + ,; z’(t) vfd”, t, 
By assumption (6) for each k and t, there exists an i such that afJ&, > 0; 
therefore, for each t and k, let 
iif,Mt), t) 
ak(t) = [ ax,(t) I 1 > 0. z(t)=0 
Hence, for each t, 
and thus for all t E [0, T], 
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where 
0 < A = ozt$~ min a,(t). 
Let 
and 
I 
111 
co = max 0, - C f$(O, t) 0 < r < T 
i=l I 
cl = max 0, i ci(t) 0 9 t < T . 
I i=l I 
From (IQ it then follows that 
+ m i. lot-’ ’ Gj I WI ds 
where 
< co + cl t m i C,(T - aj) + i mGj JotpE’ 1 z(s)1 ds, 
j=O i=O 
Expression (16) then becomes, after grouping constants together and using 
a change of variable, 
I ,W < c* + Igo ci* jot I 4s - 4 ds. 
From Lemma 1, 
Since the objective function e is concave, it follows that for any feasible 
solutions z, z1 , 
using result (17). Thus, &is bounded above for all feasible z(t). Following the 
same technique used in the proof of Theorem 1 [l], take a maximizing 
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sequence, s&)(t) and use a diagonal process, plus the assumptions of con- 
vexity and concavity, to find a maximizing Zo satisfying (2) and (3) except on a 
set of measure zero. Defining g(t) = 0 on this set as well as for t < 0 and 
equal to Zo on the complement of the set of measure zero, we obtain an optimal 
solution to the primal problem. Constraint (3) is satisfied by g(t), for using 
the concavity of the functions gj and the weak convergence of #o)(t) to 
x0(t), it can be shown that 
holds for all t E [0, T]. Now since f is convex, 
f(d@(t)) 3 f@“(t), t) + [Vf’(zO(t), t)]’ (x(‘i”‘(t) - x0(t)). 
By Lemma 2 of [I], it follows that 
.f(z’(t), t) G li~;,Upf(dko)(t), t) 
except on a set of measure zero since 
li;~~p[V~‘(.a”(t), t)]’ (I’ve’ - z’(t)) > 0 
except on this set. On the complement of this set, 2(t) is defined to be 9(t) so 
that 
f(W, t> < li~~~~pf(Jho)(~), t). 
For t in the set, z(t) is defined to be zero, but then, by convexity for any k, , 
.f(z(“O)(t)) > f(O, t> + [Vf’(O, t)l’ Z(ko)(f) 2 f(O, t> 
from (3) and (5). Thus 
li;,sLupf(z”O’(t)) 3 f(O, t). 
Combining these results, it is established that 
f@(t), t) < li~l’,upf(Jko’(t), 4 
< c(t) + Igo /otgj(~o(S - a,), t, s - aj) ds 
= c(t) + j$o ~otgi(+ - 4, t, s - “j) ds. Q.E.D. 
409/46/r-4 
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LEMMA 2. 
!lT s w’(t) tgj(Z(s - ai), t s - LTYJ ds dt 
= j ‘j ’ w’(S) &@(t - OIL), S, t - aj) ds dt 
0 t 
zz2 4s + “j)&@(t), s + ni , t) ds dt 
loT s w’(t) t [Vgj’(z(s - ai), t, s - ai)]’ x(s - aj) ds dt 0 
E w’(S) [Vg’(Z(t - aj), S, t - aj)]’ %(t - CX,j) dS dt 
= w’(s + aj) [Vg$‘(z(t), s + ‘yj , t]’ z(t) ds dt. 
Proof. Consider the first set of equations. The first equation holds by 
Fubini’s Theorem. Since w’(s + aj) = 0 for s + aj > T, we obtain 
T  T  
J.i w’(s + q)g&(t), s $- q), t) ds dt 0 t 
T-q T-q 
C 
s s 
w’(s + c~)&(t), s + aj , t) ds dt. 
0 t 
Since z(t) = 0 for t < 0, we now obtain, after renaming the dummy variables, 
T-q T-q 
s s 
w’(s + aj)gi(z(t), s + ai , t) ds dt 
0 t 
T  T  
= 
!“I 
w’(s)&(t - q), s, t - aj) ds dt 
“4 t 
T  T  
= J-I w’(s)g&(t - q), s, t - q) ds dt. 0 t 
This is the second equality. The same argument is used to establish the 
second expression. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3. If (uO(t), wO(t)) and 9(t) are easi e so II ions to Dual Problem I f bl I t 
and Primal Problem I, respectively, then 
s oT+(zo(t)) dt ,< j’ [d@‘(t)) - u”‘V4(~0(t>) - w”(t)f ho@>, t) 
; wO’(t) c(t) + wO’(t) [Of ‘(uO(t), t)]’ d(t) 
+ go JtT W”‘(S $- “j) gj(u”(t), S + “j 9 t) ds 
- go jtT wof(s + 4 [Vgj’(u”(t), s + aj , t)]’ u’(t) ds/ dt. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Since 4 and g are concave and f  is convex with respect 
to their first arguments, we have 
s 1 
oT 4(z”(t>) dt - +(u”(t)) + u”(t) V(uO(t>) 
+ wO’(t) f  @O(t), t) - wO’(t) [Of ‘(dyt), t)]’ u”(t) - w”‘(t) c(t) 
+ goJ-t 
T wO’(s + cq) [Vgi’(uo(t), s + 01~ , t)]’ uO(t) ds 
- to jtTwo’(s + 4gj(U”(t), s + ai , t) ds[ dt, 
T G s I 
z?‘(t) Vq5(uO(t)) + wO’(t) f  (x”(t), t) 
” wO’(t) [Vf ‘(240(t), t)]’ z”(t) - wO’(t) c(t) 
+ go r: 
wO’(s + cxj) [Vgj’(uo(t), s + 01~ , t)]’ z”(t) ds 
- to jtT w”‘(s + 4g&“(t), s + o~i , t) dj 4 
= joT 730’(t) [vc#@yt)) - [Vf’(u”(t), t)] wO(t) 
t so jtT [Vgj’(u’(t)t S t mj % t)I WYS + aj) dsl dt 
T - 
s I 
wO’(t) c(t) - wO’(t) f  p(t), t) 
0 
w”‘(t)g,(zO(s - CQ), t, s - q) ds 
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by Lemma 2, 
d 0, by (2), (3), (9), and (11). Q.E.D. 
From this lemma, it follows that if there exist feasible solutions, (uO(t), wO(t)) 
and x0(t), for the dual and primal problems, and if the corresponding dual 
and primal objective functions are equal, then these solutions are optimal 
for their respective problems. In the theorems which follow, we now make 
the additional assumptions that 
THEOREM 2. If  
I 
c(t) - f@(t), t) + [Vf’@(t), t>l’ qq 
is nonnegative, where z is the optimal solution to Primal Problem 1, V4(%(t)) 3 0 
or V+(2(t)) < Ofor each t E [0, T], and 0 is a feasible solution for that problem, 
then there exists a minimizing solution (u(t) w(t)) for Dual Problem I such that 
u(t) = z(t) and the objective functions, evaluated at these optima, are equal. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the following linearized primal problem: 
Primal Problem II 
Maximize 
F(4 = j-%$(W) + W - +>>’ V(W)> dt 
0 
subject to 
z(t) > 0 
z(t) < g(t), 
O<t<T, 
and 
f  (,qt), t> + [Vf ‘(W, Ql (z(t) - m) 
G 44 + i. jot g,CW, t, 4 ds - J$o jot [VgjW>, t, 41’ W ds 
+ J$o jot F’g~‘W), t, 41 44 ds O<t<T, 
(20) 
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where z(t) is optimal for Primal Problem I. Firstly, we show that 2((t) is also 
optimal for this problem. Obviously %((t) satisfies the first two constraints. 
We now show that it also satisfies (20). Putting ~$2) in (20), we have 
Since .?(t) is optimal for Primal Problem I from (2), 
f(g(t), t) < c(t) -t go jotgj(%(s - aj), t, s - “i) ds, 
which becomes, after a change of variables, 
f@(t), t) < c(t) + go jo’-%z(s), t, 4 ds.
However, since 
j$o jot ah(s), 4 4 ds < i jk--(4 t, s) ds. j,o 0 
Thus (21) holds. 
It can be shown, using the same procedure as in the proof of Theorem 2 [I], 
that .%(t) is optimal for this problem. The requirement that 0 is feasible for 
Primal Problem I is needed to ensure that 2(t), as defined in [I], is feasible 
for Primal Problem I also. The reader is referred to [I] for details. 
The dual of Primal Problem II is the following: 
Dual Problem II: 
Minimize 
- (w’(t), v’(t)) [‘“,t”tt “‘I + (w’(t), u’(t)) p’@(t). 41’ “(“)I 
w 
+ (w’(t), v’(t)) [;I:;] + jk jot (w’(t), v’(t)) [““sl” ” “‘1 ds 
- go jot (w’(t), v’(t)) [[Dgj’(‘cs)bt, ‘)I’ ‘(‘)] &I & 
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T  
=J I 4(W) - qt> Vgqt)) - w’(t)f(qt), t) 
-P w’(t) [Vf’(z(t), t)]’ z(t) + w’(t) c(t) + v’(t) 27(t) 
+ i. jtT w’(s) gdm7 s, 4 ds 
- go JtT w’(s) [Vgjyqt), s> 91 w ds/ dt (22) 
subject to 
W(t) = [$;;z] >, 0 0 < t < T, 
b V5wt)) + i j’ [V&‘(W, s, t), 01 jz* t 
Using the hypothesis of the theorem and establishing the appropriate 
relationships between the formulation of Primal Problem II and the primal 
problem considered in [ 11, we can conclude from Theorem 2 [l] that there 
exists an optimal solution l&‘(t) = (z $1) for Dual Problem II. In expression 
(20), the only term containing v(t) is v’(t) z(t), and since z(t) 3 0, to mini- 
mize this expression implies i?(t) = 0 p rovided G(t) is feasible. I f  6(t) is 
feasible from Theorem 2, the objective functions of the two problems are 
equal, i.e., 
I I T S(t) y@(t)) + a’(t)f(qt), t) - f%‘(t) [Vf’(z(t), t)]’ z(t) 0 
- a'(t) c(t) - j$o jtT +) g&W, s, t> ds 
+ i j T fw) [v&'@(t) , s, t)]’ z(t) ds dt = 0. 
j&l t I 
(23) 
Now let 
w, a(t) = o I , 
O<t<T, 
t < t. 
Let us show that (g(t), a(t)) is optimal for Dual Problem I. Clearly, constraints 
(9) and (10) are satisfied. Now for each t E [0, T], from Dual Problem II, 
Pf’GW, 41 G(t) > WWN + f, j T F’gj’W), s, Q1.W 4 j-0 t 
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Hence 
Thus (z(t), w(t)) is feasible for the dual problem. From (23), 
T z’(t) v@(t)) + w’(t)f(+), t) - w’(t) [Vf’(z(t), t)]’ 3(t) 
- w’(t) c(t) - i 1’ w’(s) g@(t), s, t) ds 
j=o t 
Hence, 
+ ?go JtT W’(s) [Vgi’(l(t), s, t)]’ z(t) dsl dt = 0. 
s i T z’(t) V@?(t)) + w’(t f(z(t), t) -d  [Vf’(.qt), t)]’ z(  - w’(t) c(t) 0 
w’(s) g&?(t), s, t) ds (24) 
w’(s) [Vgi’(z(t), s, t)]’ z(t) ds/ dt > 0 
since W’(S) > 0 and 
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The last inequality follows from concavity, 
0 < i gj@, s, t> < i g@(t), s, t) - i v&‘(q), s, t) 
I 
‘qq. 
j=O j=O j=O 
From Lemma 3, we have that the left-hand side of (24) is less than or equal 
to zero. Thus 
s I 
or z’(t) V,@?(t)) + w’(t)f(z(t), t) - w’(t) [Vf’pqt), t)]’ f(t) - c’(t) c(t) 
- go itr @Ys + 4 g&W, s + aj , t) ds (25) 
+ go Itr ?B’(s + 01~) [Vgj’(z(t), s + clj , t)]’ z(t) ds/ dt = 0. 
From our remark at the end of Lemma 3, we conclude that (T(t), w(t)) is 
optimal for Dual Problem I. Expression (25) shows that the values of the 
objective functions for the primal and dual problems are equal. Q.E.D. 
From the hypothesis of the theorem, it is seen that if r = 0, 01~ = 0~ 
go(z(s), t, s) = k(t, s) z(s), andf(z(t), t) = B(t) z(t), which is the formulation 
considered by Levinson [9], Tyndall [lo, 111, and Grinold [2, 31, then the 
requirement that 
[c(f) - fHt)> 4 + F’f’@(t), 41 W + J^,‘so(,W, t, 4 ds 
- Jot [Vgo’(~(s), t, 4 +) ds/ >, 0 
becomes c(t) >, 0. This is one of Levinson’s conditions for the duality theo- 
rem to hold. The other conditions are given by (5), (6), and (19). 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under assumptions (18) and (19), if c( t) > 0, V$(%(t)) < 0 
or V+(.%(t)) > Ofor each t E [0, T], andf(O, t) = 0, then Theorem 2 holds. 
Proof. Since f(0, t) = 0 and c(t) > 0, 0 is clearly a feasible solution to 
Primal Problem I. Moreover, since f is convex and ~~zOgj is concave, 
0 = f(O, t) b f (x(t), t) - [Vf’(qt), t)]’ 2(t) 
and 
0 d gogj(o, t, s) B f. gMs), t, 4 - [i v&‘(q), t, s)] ‘z(s). 
j=O 
Thus, the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 3 (Complementary Slackness Principle). I f  z(t) and w(t) are 
extremal solutions for Primal and Dual Problems I, then 
f@(t), t) - c(t) - j$o jotgj(z(s - q), t, s - aj) drj dt = 0 (26) 
and 
J 1 oT a’(t) [Of ‘(2(t), t)] s(t) 
(27) 
- v&W) - go jtT [V&‘@(t), s + aj , t)] @(s + aj) dsl dt = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3. From (3) and (1 l), 
s 
T  
z’(t) [Vf ‘(z(t), t)] u(t) dt 
0 
s 
T  
3 z’(t) V#(z(t)) dt 
0 
+ joT z’(t) j$o jtT [Vgj’(.T(t), s + cyj , t)l e”(s + 9) ds dt 
1. I 
= I T i?(t) V+@(t)) dt 0 
+ i 1’s” z’(s - aj) [Vgj’(%(s - ai), t, s - o+)] w(t) ds dt, 
j&l 0 0 
by Lemma 2, 
T = 
s 1 
w’(t) c(t) + a’(t) [Vf ‘(z(t), t)] s?(t) - d(t) f  (z(t), t) 
0 
+ j$o jot w’(t) gMs - 4, t, s - 4 ds 
- go Jot w’(t) [Vgj’(Z(S - aj), t, S - aj)]’ Z(S - aj) ds 
+ go jot z’(s - aj) [Vgj’(z(s - q), t, s - I+)] s(t) ds/ dt, 
using Lemma 2 and (25). Hence 
f (T(t), t) - c(t) - ,go Jotgj(3(s - mj), t s - aj) ds/ dt > 0. 
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From (9) and (2), it follows that 
(28) 
Thus result (26) follows. 
From (28) and Lemma 2, it follows that 
s 
T  
w'(t)f(W, t) dt 
0 
< J T a’(t) c(t) dt + i s ‘I‘= D’(S + aj) g@(t), s + CQ , t) ds dt 
0 j=o 0 t 
=c = z’(t) V&qt)) + a’(t)f(z(t), t) - S(t) [vf’(qt), t)]’ 3(t) 
- go jtT W’(s + 4 g@(t), s t aj , t) ds 
+ jgo JtT a’(~ + a$) gj(z(t)v s + “j 7 t) ds/ dtg 
from (25). 
Thus 
s 1 T 5’(t) [Vf’(iqt), t)] w(t)0 
Using (11) and (3), expression (27) is established. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4 (Kuhn-Tucker Theorem). For z(t) to be extremalfor Primal 
Problem I, it is necessary and suficient that there exisis an m x 1 vector w,(t) 
such that 
_ go jtT [vgj,(~(t), s + aj 9 t)] w”(s + a’) ds ’ O’ 
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(ii) jo’ z’(t) 1 PfCW, t)l w&) 
- Vc&qt)) - i Jr [vgj’(z(t), s + CYj ) t)] wo(s + lxj) ds] at = 0, 
j-0 t 
(iii) 
J / 
orw,‘(~) 
= 0, 
(iv) w,(t) 3 0, O<t<T, 
we(t) = 0, t > T. 
Proof of Theorem 4. The existence of an extremal solution is given by 
Theorem 1. 
Su@iency. Let z(t) be any feasible solution of Primal Problem I. Thus 
s or+WN dt - j ’ CW>> dt 0 
d oT (x(t) - W)’ VW(t)) dt, s 
since I$ is concave, 
6 jar P(t) - ~(W 1 [Of V(t), 41 w,(t) 
- co jtT [V&‘(%((t), s + aj , Gl wo(s + 4 ds/ dt, 
by (3) and conditions (i) and (ii), 
= 
s 
= w,‘(t) [Vf ‘(z(t), t)]’ (z(t) - z(t)) dt 
0 
- go s,%’ O ( 
w ’ s + 01~) [Vgi’(z(t), s + q , t)]’ (z(t) - z(t)) ds dt 
< I = w,‘(t) [ f  (z(t), t) - f  (Z(t), t>l dt 0 
+ i j ‘j=wo’(s + 4 [g&W, s + 01i , t) - g&(t) s + aj , t)] ds 4 
j=o 0 t 
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since f is convex and g, is concave, 
by Lemma 2, 
GO by conditions (iii), (iv), and constraint (2). 
Thus g(t) is optimal for Primal Problem I. 
Necessity. The necessity of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions follows from 
Theorems 2 and 3 as the solution a(t) of the Dual Problem I has the required 
properties. 
We note that restrictions (18) and (19) can be relaxed for the sufficiency 
part of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
3. EXAMPLE OF A CONTINUOUS TIME MODEL WITH 
TIME DELAYED CONSTRAINTS 
We consider a generalization of a water-storage model given by Koopmans 
[7]. Suppose there is a confluent system of rivers supplying water to a major 
dam and hydroelectric plant on the main stream. There are also dams and 
hydroelectric plants on n of the tributaries. Let J& , i = I,..., 71 be the initial 
store of water in the reservoir on tributary i and f2, the initial store in the 
main reservoir. Let tVi , i = O,..., n be the reservoir capacities, u,(t) the spillage 
of water through dam i at time t, and vi(t) tire rate of discharge of water 
through the turbines at dam i, where i goes from 0 to n. Ei(t), i = i,..., 12 will 
denote the rate of inflow of water into reservoir i at time t. The rate of inflow 
of water into the main reservoir from its undammed tributaries will be denoted 
as t,(t). 
Suppose that it takes LY(, i = I,..., n units of time for water released from 
dam i to reach the main reservoir. These will represent the time lags of our 
model. 
The determination of the optimum water-storage policy for the entire 
system of dams is for the planning period [0, T] and it is subject to two sets 
of constraints, the reservoir constraints and flow constraints. The reservoir 
constraints can be formulated as: 
0 < Qi + O<t<T, (27) 
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Q, + 1’ (Ei(t) - ui(t) - vi(t)) dt < oi , O<t<T, i==l,..., n, (28) 
0 
and 
0 -< Q, + “i 
s o /t&t) + f  (uj(t - “j) + wj(t - aj)) - uo(t) - no(t) dt, j=l 1 
O<t<T. (29) 
Qo + J t /f&t) + i (uj(t - aj) + v~j(t - aj)) - uo(t) - ao(t),f dt < 00 , 
0 j=l 
O,(t<T. (30) 
The quantities t<(t) - ui(t) - vi(t), i = l,..., n and 
to(t) + i (uj(t - aj) + wj(t - aj)) - ‘OCt) - ‘OCt) 
j=l 
designate that the net excess of inflow over outflow through turbines vi(t) or 
spillways ui(t), i = O,..., n becomes a net increase to the store of water at dam i. 
The flow constraints are 
0 d ut(t) < I%(t) (31) 
and 
0 < vi(t) < ci for 0 < t < T. (32) 
i = O,..., 1~. pi(t) is the maximum allowable spillage at time t through dam i, 
and & is the turbine capacity for that dam. 
The output of electricity from the turbine is assumed to be proportional 
to zli . This factor of proportionality, Ai , is a function of the store of water, 
wi , in reservoir i. 
Therefore, the power output of a discharge oi at dam i is zliXi(Wi). The 
units of water flow and electric power are chosen in such a way that &(I&‘<) 
satisfies the following: 
for 0 < Wi < Wit < .Qi , 
i = O,..., n. 
The final flow constraint is then 
go vi(t) h{wt(t)} G G(t)* 0< t < T, (33) 
where G(t) is the demand for power at time t. 
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Koopmans points out that in some cases where the range of reservoir 
surface levels is small in comparison with the drop in elevation from the 
intake gates to the water below the reservoir, the conversion factor can be 
taken to be 1. We make this assumption for each of the reservoirs so that 
constraint (33) becomes 
If power demand exceeds the hydroelectric supply, additional power is 
available from thermal generating stations. Let #(s) be the cost of the thermal 
generation at rate s where it is assumed that /J(S) is a twice-differentiable 
increasing convex function of s. We also assume it has a positive slope at s = 0 
and 4(O) = 0. The total operating cost of thermal generation for the period 
[0, T] is 
The problem is to minimize this integral by proper choice of the functions 
ui(t), q(t), i = O,..., n subject to contraints (27)-(32) and (34). 
This model can be shown to satisfy the assumptions concerning the func- 
tions of our time-delayed problem, and thus, by Theorem 1 of this paper, if 
the water-storage problem is feasible, it has an optimal solution, and necessary 
and sufficient conditions for a solution are given by the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions in Section 2. 
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